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Agriculture Imagery Solutions
from a Name you Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new AgNeo solution will start bringing together the best in class global precision farming services from Airbus under one umbrella. Airbus has been a long-time player in remote sensing for agriculture and we are now aggressively growing our software solutions. 



Yes we are the Airbus 
that building Airplanes …

But we are not trying to build 
a flying tractor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airbus is a long time player in remote sensing for agriculture but many people are just learning about our role in the industryFor those of you who aren’t familiar with what Airbus is doing in agriculture ….. Yes we are the Airbus who makes Airplanes  …. and helicoptersBut no, we are not working on flying tractors. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Airbus has a Connected Intelligence division that includes earth observation, where we are designing and operating the highest quality satellites. More recently, we have been developing industry specific software solutions driven by the remotely sensed imagery. You are probably familiar with some of our satellite systemsSPOT constellation – first launched in 1986. Its high quality 1.5m data is commonly used in agriculture for monitoring commodity cropsPleiades – This 50cm resolution constellation is ideal for higher value crops as well as commodity cropsNot pictured is Sentinel 2 - designed, built and launched by Airbus, Sentinel satellites provide open source data widely used in agThe DMC constellation, which now includes ALSAT-1B, KazSTSAT, and Deimos-1 provides wide coverage for major monitoring programs in the US and Europe for agricultureSAR (synthetic aperture radar ) constellation – Airbus has a strong SAR constellation and it is growing. We expect Radar data will be used more in ag as it is not dependent on weather conditions. And the new Pleiades Neo constellation is coming soon which will be covered later in the presentation



Over
15 years
of Farmstar
in France

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many people outside of France do not know ….In France, Airbus has partered with Arvalis for over 15 years to provide comprehensive advice to over 16,000 farmers.Airbus focuses on the imagery and software development and Arvalis plant institute – brings crop modelling, agronomy advice)This service offers a complete range of information and advice on the condition of crops (stand counts, nutritional condition, risk of disease…) With plot-specific accuracy, FARMSTAR also supports variable rate application. This functionality has been validated in the field, over many years, under extremely varied conditions.
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In 2020, bringing together the best-in-class 
precision farming servives from Airbus…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2019 Airbus launched Verde which was the first step in our international ag imagery solutionsVerde is a key element and actually the engine running inside AgNeoThat engine provides superior handling of clouds and haze in imagery as well as atmospheric correctionIt also provides the ability to calculate advanced agronomic indicators. As a result, when using these advanced indicators, each pixel represents absolute values pertaining to crop health. This allows us to generate crop health maps during the growing season that can utilize many different sensors. This ability to look across sensors will allow us to get you the information you need when you need it in the long run.Moving forward, you may not hear the Verde name but know that it is there, running the processing in AgNeoBuilt on that strong base, AgNeo is going the extra mile to turn the highest quality data and processing into clear actions. and expanding the scope of precision agriculture at Airbus.  
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AgNeo
Ag Imagery Solutions from a Name you Trust

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AgNeo is an umbrella of all the precision farming functionality available from Airbus on a global scale. All of the functionality sets within AgNeo (including the processing engine) are available through our user interface or via APIs for integration into existing systemsAgNeo is delivered as software as a service and you can sign up for whichever functionality sets within the solution fit your needsOne account is set up for your organization which can have many users (generally crop consultants and agronomists) who have many growersOnce you get into the system, you decide which functionality sets are right for the different acres under management.  



AgNeo – Core Crop Analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the main functionality sets in AgNeo is Core Crop AnalyticsWhen you sign up for Core Crop Analytics, we will be collecting imagery and providing new you with new actionable information during the growing season, 10-12 weeks. However, you will have access to the solution for a full year In the baseline Core Crop Analytics package we be capturing your fields using our 1.5 m resolution SPOT data from the MSAVI vegetation index. We strive for weekly data collection. Every time we capture your field, we automatically create health vegetation maps.  



AgNeo – Core Crop Analytics

Full extended family  of analytics
 MSAVI
 NDVI
 FCover
 LAI
 CHL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The base Core Crop Analytics package uses MSAVI algorithm on SPOT data. However, the engine within AgNeo will allow you to have your pick of algorithms used to create the vegetation maps



AgNeo – Core Crop Analytics

Chose your input data
 SPOT
 Pleiades
 Sentinel-2 

and Landsat 8

And soon…
 Pleaides Neo

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And you can also select from data at different resolutionSo that is how we give you the highest quality health vegetation maps. But who has time to look through every map for every field, every time we are able to capture an image? 



AgNeo – Alerts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
AgNeo does the heavy lifting for youBy taking the highest quality vegetation maps one step furtherAgNeo sorts through all of the vegetation maps, and alerts crop consultants via email about which specific fields need immediate attention  based on pixel on pixel change detection. AgNeo sifts through all the data and drive specific action only when and where it is needed. For the fields needing immediate attention, the crop consultants can download the reports created by AgNeo so they can navigate those at-risk areas in the field and diagnose the problem. These reports can be used offline which is helpful in rural areas. To summarize the benefitsthe imagery allows you to see full fields, instead of limiting you to what you can see from your truck. The imagery gives you a full report on every field, picking up differences that may not be visible yetThen AgNeo looks at maps of the every acre of every field and then sends you automated alerts letting you know which areas within which fields need a visit from your crop consultant or agronomist. Then your Crop Consultants can download reports for the fields needing attention and use the GeoPDF reports offline to navigate to the areas of interest and diagnose the problem. Through theses alerts and reports AgNeo makes the lives of your crop consultants easier, allowing them to be more efficient and effective. 



AgNeo – Management Zones and Variable Rate Application

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is more to AgNeo than the highest quality vegetation maps and alertsUsers are able to create management zones from these crop health mapsAfter creating the management zones, you can create your variable rate application maps in AgNeo, optimizing use of seed, fertilizer, water and chemicals.So this software as a service, sifts through all the data and provides actionable insights based on crop variability within a field. It empowers crop consultants to improve profitability by delivering high quality, prioritised, actionable information to growers in-season. It is focused on directed scouting and also enables user to create management zones and variable rate application maps



AgNeo – Permanent Crop Analytics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Core Crop Analytics functionality offers a solution for commodity crops – corn, wheat, soy, any many others. But AgNeo also has a component that serves high value crops, specifically orchards and vineyards. This new functionality, Permanent Crop Analytics has been driving a great deal of interest. Using 50cm resolution Pleiades data, AgNeo creates a mask of all the tree crowns. The mask removes noise from background vegetation and soil, improving the analytic results. We are able to get down to tree/vine level analytics. In addition to these advanced analytics that are looking at health indicators at the tree level, as a part of the reports generated in AgNeo, we provide a tree count, eliminating the need for time-consuming and error-prone manual counts. And similar to Core Crop Analytics, the users will receive email alerts, letting them know which fields need immediate attention based off of pixel on pixel change detection. Then they are able to use the GeoPDF reports for those fields to guide them to the at risk areas so they can diagnose the problem. Users are able to create management zones from these crop health maps and in turn use those to create variable rate application maps if they so desireBy default this product is running on Pleiades data. We have been getting excellent results with Pleiades.  



Pleiades Neo – Coming soon to PCA  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Pleiades Neo comes online, it will be an incredible addition with its 30cm resolution data and the red edge band, ideal for crop health indication. Launching this year with data available for the 2021 growing season



AgNeo Engine

Full extended family  of analytics
 MSAVI
 NDVI
 FCover
 LAI
 CHL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have talked about the ability to utilize the Core Crop Analytics and Permanent Crop Analytics through the AgNeo user interface or via API. You can also have that access to the AgNeo engine.If you are wanting the highest quality inputs to drive your own algorithms, you can get an API to give you the imagery inputs you needThis family of analytics that is the AgNeo engine will allow you to serve a wide range of use cases from scouting and sampling all way to the most advanced like calculation of water budget, application of nitrogen, seeding, biomass calculation in season and yield prediction at harvest and many more 



AgNeo
Product Demo



Crop analytics from the highest quality data 
available. Offering the widest range of analytics to 
serve the most basic use cases to the most advanced

Quality

Have confidence that you are building your system 
with a stable and experienced partner that will be 
here in the future providing quality data and analytics

Reliability

Why Choose AgNeo?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The new AgNeo solution will start bringing together the best in class precision farming services from Airbus. Based on imagery-derived health maps, AgNeo offers alerting features that direct agronomists to the areas within fields that require immediate attention. These scouting alerts will save time and support optimizing inputs and increasing yields. Our value proposition is based on quality, reliability, time savings, and scalabilityQuality – The highest quality inputs yield the best results. We have the highest quality data coming into the product from our satellite constellationsWe have superior processing to handle cloud, haze and provide atmospheric correction. We offer the widest range of analytics to serve the most basic use cases (scouting and sampling) to the most advanced (calculation of water budget of the nitrogen seeds, adaptation of the speed of combine harvester depending on the density of crop, etc.)Reliability –  Have confidence in Airbus as your partner. We have been providing imagery since 1986 and serving French farmers through our partnership with Arvalis for over 17 years. 



Time saving

Scalability 

Start with simple automated alerts and grow with us 
to more sophisticated ML/AI algorithms to identify 
patterns and provide actionable information

AgNeo will be able to grow with you from tens of 
thousands of acres to millions of acres all over the 
world with analytics derived from a variety of data 
sources including aerial and drone.

Why Choose AgNeo?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We save time. From processing the veg maps, to offering alerts and eventually moving into more sophisticated AI/ML algorithms to identify patterns and provide actionable informationScalability – We will be able to scale with you over time, from tens of thousands of acres to millions of acres all over the world.  Many of our exciting start up competitors and aerial companies will not. Start with us now, using our analytics driven by our satellite data and expand with us over time to aerial, drone and other data sources. 



AgNeo – Core Crop Analytics

Benefits

 Highest quality input data from Airbus with the highest quality processing

 Widest range of crop health analytics (MSAVI, NDVI, Fcover, LAI, CHL) to meet your needs

 Time Saving crop health alerts

 Create management zones to manage intrafield variability

 Create variable rate application maps to optimize inputs

 Navigate offline to problem areas

• By default runs on 1.5m SPOT data / Scale with Airbus as your trusted partner



AgNeo – Permanent Crop Analytics

Benefits

 Locate problems in your fields early from the highest quality, most consistent and reliable data

 Enhanced analytics masking focus on each individual plant to create crop health maps

 Avoid manual, error prone stand counts

 Save time with crop health alerts

 Navigate offline to problem areas

 Create management zones to manage intrafield variability

 Create variable rate application maps to optimize inputs

• Currently runs on Pléaides data (50cm)  and soon Pléiades Neo (30cm)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With a partner who has been here for many yearsWill be here in the futureHas the experience in both remote sensing and agriculture



Use our agronomic 
indicators to create your 
own advanced algorithms

AgNeo

 Calculating nitrogen recommendation
 Estimating risk of lodging
 Water needs assessment
 And more…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use our agronomic indicators to create your own advanced algorithmsCalculating nitrogen recommendationEstimating risk of lodgingWater needs assessmentAnd more…



Gain a historical 
perspective

on your fields

AgNeo – Historical Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inside of AgNeo, you can also choose to look back at historical data for fields 



Availability via API
or with a user interface

Why Choose AgNeo?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another huge benefit is that all the features of AgNeo can be access via API or from the AgNeo user interface
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Innovation through Co-creation

Development process
Co-creation with customers
Succeed fast or learn fast

and try a new approach

The only way to meet the growing needs will be…together

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We started AgNeo through a process of co-creation and we will continue it that wayFor V1 we have a lot of great functionality here in AgNeo and this is just the start. Be one of our early adopters and help drive the direction of future development 



Questions ?
Ask now or….

AgNeo
Ag imagery solutions
from a Name you Trust

Marketing Team 
Stephanie Giard
sgiard@airbus-na.com
1.970.372.6170

Technical
Ryan Anderson 
randerson@airbus-na.com
1. 503.891.0309

Ag Solutions
Sky Rubin
rubin@airbus-na.com
1.303.720.1726
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